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CTAQExpands its Sales Channels for Novel Smart Farm Electronics

CTAQ is expanding into the US market by adding a sales affiliate.

Joliette, Québec (PRWEB) December 05, 2011 -- CTAQ, a provider of design, manufacturing and assembly
services for farm-related electronics, is expanding into the US market by adding a sales affiliate in the United
States.

“We are glad to announce that Jacques Coderre has joined our team to drive our expansion effort in the USA,”
said Dominic Desy, CTAQ’smarketing director. “As we look towards 2012, we will be adding two new product
families to our Excel Technologies product line of electronic controllers, making it the most comprehensive
product line for smart farm applications in the industry. A presence in the US will enable us to better support
our customers as we launch these state-of-the-art controllers.”

Jacques Coderre has been involved with electronics for more than 25 years, having worked for IBM
Microelectronics and Universal Instruments in manufacturing, engineering, sales and marketing of
microelectronics-related products. Prior to his affiliation with CTAQ, Jacques was Director of Product
Marketing at Unovis Solutions, a division of Universal Instruments Corporation that provided custom
engineering services to the industry. “It’s a great pleasure to join such a young, energetic and focused
company,” said Jacques Coderre. “CTAQhas an expert engineering team under the direction of its co-founder
Claude Bouchard. They partner with customers to leverage technology as a differentiator. Innovation is at the
core of the approach. They compete very effectively on a global basis, yet offer the benefits of being right here
in North America”.

Jacques Coderre will conduct business out of his Binghamton, NY office. He can be reached at 607 235 0936 or
at jacques(dot)coderre(at)ctaq(dot)net

About CTAQ
CTAQprovides complete embedded systems solutions to market-driven companies that are focused on
developing a competitive edge through innovation. Customers benefit by partnering with a world class provider
of engineering and manufacturing services, from concept to volume production of a product cycle. Products and
services focus on smart farm applications and custom engineering services. For more information, visit the
Excel Technologies web site at http://www.excel-technologies.ca/. Email us at info(at)ctaq(dot)net or call us at
607 235 0936.
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Contact Information
Jacques Coderre
CTAQ
607-235-0936

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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